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Greek religion, religious beliefs and practices of the ancient Hellenes. Greek religion is not the same as Greek mythology, which is concerned with traditional tales, though the two are closely interlinked. Curiously, for a people so religiously minded, the Greeks had no word for religion itself; the nearest terms were eusebeia (εὐσεβία) and threskeia (θρησκεία). The gods on Olympus: Athena, Zeus, Dionysus, Hera, and Aphrodite. Zeus hurling a thunderbolt, bronze statuette from Dodona, Greece, early 5th century bc; in the Collection of Classical Antiquities, National Museums in Berlin. Antikenabteilung, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin—Preussischer Kulturbesitz. An unintended consequence (since the Greeks were monogamous) was that Zeus in particular became markedly polygamous.